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THE CHALLENGE

“ “

• PTP needed support in the execution of its 2022 strategy planning process (assessing the status of the  
   overall strategy, investigating the feedback, brainstorming opportunities and prioritizing) 

• To support PTP’s focus on creating a culture of accountability, executives wanted to introduce    
   corporate and department Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) to align the organization, drive growth
   and push decision-making deeper within the organization

• No-one within the organization had been trained or has had experience with OKRs

A multi-pronged approach that balanced strategy and training with actionable outcomes, including: 

• Aligned Executives on Corporate OKRs and defined initial roll-out plan (Executive OKR Workshop)

• Facilitated presentation, prioritization and selection of strategic initiatives and helped develop                     
   departmental OKRs to deliver them (Strategic Planning & OKR workshop)

• Worked with Executives and Leaders to introduce new prioritization framework and identify key       
   priorities (Prioritization Workshop) 

• Introduced core OKR concepts through our training course (Introduction to OKR Training)

THE SOLUTION

+

“IncrementOne has helped our organization mobilize our strategy throughout all of our 
teams. Their hands-on program brings everyone up to speed quickly. Increment One has 
helped us reinforce what I call the three As across the organization: alignment, agility and 
accountability.”  David Walberg, Executive Director and Chief Executive Officer 

OKRS CREATE ALIGNMENT AND CLARITY ON THE STRATEGIC 
VISION ACROSS THE ORGANIZATION

Pink Triangle Press (PTP) is an organization specializing 
in LGBTQ2S+ media (publishing, online interactive 
media, and television). In 2021, PTP celebrated its 50th 
anniversary, making it one of the longest-publishing 
LGBTQ2S+ media groups in the world.

Industry: Media
Staff: 65 people  
Location: Toronto, Canada
Timeline: Jul-Oct 2021

www.incrementone.com

“ “

“Not only do you get a great team, but you get a genuine team that cares about what the 
results are and how your needs will be met throughout the entire process. Continually 
checking in and helping to identify any areas where we might need to shift delivery to make 
sure we achieved our results ”  Ken Hickling, Chief Publisher & Process Officer
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WHAT ISSUES WERE YOU TRYING TO SOLVE WHEN ENGAGING INCREMENTONE? 

Our strategic planning and execution was based on a very static process. We would  map out a strategy 
every few years and post our objectives and initiatives, with regular check-ins on KPI’s and progress. 
Because of the static nature of the process, revisiting a strategic goal that might be lagging behind, 
and re-working it while in flight was really not possible. There was no “process” for that. This became 
a priority for us - Agility in strategic planning and execution - so we reached out to IncrementOne to 
discuss and explore how that could be implemented.

WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO ACHIEVE SINCE ENGAGING INCREMENTONE? 

We now have a team that has much more clarity into what our strategic pillars and objectives are 
and what we hope to achieve as an organization. The process of designing and developing OKRs 
created alignment across the organization from top to bottom. For each OKR there is a much deeper 
understanding of how it breaks down into goals and activities. It creates clarity on how an initiative that 
is successful contributes to a successful strategic objective. The benefit of this sort of strategic clarity 
and alignment in an organization is enhanced collaborative and decision-making processes that are 
effective and efficient.

WHAT MADE INCREMENTONE SOLUTIONS STAND OUT FROM OTHER OPTIONS? 

We had no question about the ability, skills, and experience of the people at IncrementOne because we 
had done some work with them in the past. The efficiency and experience of the team was perfect: on-
time deliverables, real clarity on scope, and a genuine sense of caring that brings great value to what we 
were looking for.

WHAT HAS EXCEEDED YOUR EXPECTATIONS SINCE WORKING WITH US? 

It’s refreshing to work with an organization where customer service is the first and most important 
thing. Right from the start, when working out the scope of work and assessing what our needs were, 
there was a real sense of caring about what we were doing and what needed to happen. They were 
there for everything we needed. 

WHAT WOULD YOU TELL SOMEONE WHO’S CONSIDERING OUR BUSINESS?

IncrementOne provides a service that is underpinned with a great deal of skill, knowledge, and 
experience. Their primary goal is to get an extremely deep understanding of what your needs are.  And 
then proposed solutions are explored based on that. The result of this “custom designed solution” 
approach means you have an effective made-to-fit process that starts moving the needle right out of 
the gate.

“
“ “The IncrementOne OKR training process was extremely engaging for our staff, and provides a 

logical, understandable framework that helps our people understand where we are headed and 
how they directly contribute to achieving the organization’s goals...powerful!” 
Andrew Chang. Chief Operating Officer

www.incrementone.com


